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Overview
Cover current practices
 Theory in implementation of RAS
 Functionality of RAS

• Outage Conditions
• Arming levels
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Problems with present practice
RAS is currently being modeled inside each 

individual contingency
• Means that contingency list has to be updated for every 

topology change that could affect which contingency 
triggers a RAS operation.

• Condition-based RAS is only included with 
contingencies thought to cause it’s initiation

RAS arming levels may also change with outage 
conditions. 
• These have to be updated manually when these 

impacting outages occur.
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Current Methodology
Given a contingent loss of both lines “Ashe-Slatt” 

and “Slatt-John Day” will result in some RAS 
Action(s)
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Current Methodology (cont.)

These RAS Actions are modeled inside of 
the contingency definition
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Current Methodology (cont.)

Outage conditions will alter which 
contingencies could cause a RAS Action
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Current Methodology (cont.)
This then requires the manual manipulation 

of contingency definitions
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Theory behind RAS Improvements

Automatic alterations of RAS actions in 
different system topologies 
•This required the need to separate the system 
topology from the base (outage) case from 
changes in topology caused by a contingency 
action
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Defining Element “status” 

Powerworld has the ability to monitor any 
variable on any given element through any 
equality, inequality or equation.
•This is called “Model Condition”
• If it meets the given criteria it will output a 
logical “True”
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Application
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Assignment of Model Conditions
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Defining a logic gate

A model condition can only be used to 
provide a logical output for a given 
element.
•To pair multiple line conditions together, a 
“model filter” is used
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Application
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Assignment of Model Filters
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Example
 If “Ashe-Slatt” is out of service in the base case, the 

logic status of the “Ashe-Slatt” will be ignored, therefore 
the only logic input that will be considered is for the 
“Slatt-John Day”.  This means if the “Slatt-John Day” 
status changes for ANY contingency, the RAS Action 
will occur
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Defining a RAS action

 “Contingency Global Actions” are used for 
specifying the action that the RAS would 
cause when deployed.
The requirement needed to be met for it’s 

action can either be a model condition or 
filter.
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Application
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Defining a Model Expression
 If the severity of the RAS action is dependent and 

varies based upon an independent variable (i.e. 
path flow), then a “Custom Model Expression” is 
used.
 The use of Model Expressions allow an equation, 

limit or inequality to be used for calculating 
values
• Has the same capability as the “Model Condition” for 

defining any value as a variable
• Can also use logical outputs from model Conditions or 

Filters as a conditional output  
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Application
 This method allows the RAS action to then 

become responsive in it’s severity to case 
conditions
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